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Our analytical capabilities
Philosophically rigorous
research on the ethical

The School of Humanities & Social Sciences at UNSW Canberra is a
national concentration of strength in military and security ethics. Our
researchers bring expertise in:
•

dimensions of conflict,

•

operations & security policy

•

Education & research in military ethics with operational & strategic
applications;
The ethical dimensions of international security policy, cooperation &
governance;
The law & ethics of armed conflict across multiple platforms, conflict
types & operational contexts;
The ethics of new military technologies, irregular warfare & specialised
combatants such as special forces, private contractors & more;
Moral philosophy & ethics; the just war tradition in contemporary times.

•
•

Key results & impact
•

Stephen Coleman, Military Ethics: An Introduction (Oxford University
Press, 2011).
Deane-Peter Baker, ed. Key Concepts in Military Ethics (UNSW Press,
2015).
Anthony Burke et al. Ethics & Global Security (Routledge 2014).
Deane-Peter Baker, Citizen Killings (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2016).
Ned Dobos, Insurrection and Intervention (Cambridge University Press,
2011).
Nasu and R McLaughlin, ed. Technologies and the Law of Armed
Conflict (Springer Science & Business Media, 2013).
Deane-Peter Baker created the first Massive Online Open Course in
military ethics & is a member of the International Panel on the
Regulation of Autonomous Weapons

•
•
•
•
•
•

Key personnel
Banksy “Peace” dove, Bethlehem.

•
•
•

Associate Professor Stephen Coleman – Military ethics &
education
Dr. Deane-Peter Baker - Military ethics, special forces, contractors
Dr. Ned Dobos – Military ethics & international relations, business
ethics
Professor Robert McLaughlin, Director, UNSW Conflict & Society International humanitarian law
List of partners goes here. Don’t forget to get their permission.
Professor Anthony Burke – International security ethics
Professor David Lovell – civilian immunity & conduct investigations
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